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After My Bath

Rub-a-dub-dub, one child in the tub
Tell me what you see.
One foot with toes,
A hand, a nose,
As clean as they can be.
Rub-a-dub-dub, one child in the tub
Tell me what you see.
Legs, and arms
So clean and warm,
Do they have a hug for me?

After my bath…I try, try, try
To rub myself till I’m dry, dry, dry
Hands to dry and fingers and toes
Two wet legs and one shiny nose
Just think how much less time it
would take
If I were a dog and could shake,
shake, shake!

Bubbles!
1 little, 2 little, 3 little bubbles
4 little, 5 little, 6 little bubbles
7 little, 8 little, 9 little bubbles
10 little bubbles go pop, pop, pop.

Five Elephants in the Bathtub!
One Elephant in the bathtub,
Going for a swim.
Knock, knock (Slap knees twice)
Splash, splash (Clap hands twice)
Come on in! (Motion to come in with
both hands)
Continue counting up until 5 …..
Five elephants in the bathtub,
Going for a swim
Knock, knock
Splash, splash
They all fell in!
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Bubble, Bubble!
A small bubble (make a circle with your hands)
A medium sized bubble (make a larger circle with your hands)
A great big bubble I see (make a large circle with your arms)
Now let’s count them, are you ready?
1 –2 – 3 (make 3 circles again)
POP! (clap hands loudly once)

This is the Way We Wash
Tune: Here We Go Round the Mulberry Bush
This is the way we wash our hands,
wash our hands, wash our hands,
This is the way we wash our hands
Just before bedtime.

Tune: Frère Jacques

This is the way we wash our face....
This is the way we wash our hair...
This is the way we scrub our back...
This is the way we splash around ....

Hello Bubbles, hello bubbles
Come and land, come and land
Right in the middle, right in the middle
of my hand, of my hand

Bubbles All Around

Goodbye bubbles, goodbye bubbles
time to go, time to go
I can help you, I can help you
with a blow, with a blow

Tune: Twinkle Twinkle Little Star

Hello Bubbles

Bubbles floating all around, (scarf over head)
Bubbles fat and bubbles round. (scarf in circle)
Bubbles on my toes and nose, (scarf on toes and nose)
Blow a bubble, up it goes! (blowscarf up in the air)
Bubbles floating all around, (throw scarf up in the air)
Bubbles falling to the ground. (throw scarf up in the air)

